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1) Characteristics about my city
   • Historical and tourist center
   • Olympic city surrounded by mountains
   • Multicultural city

2) Specific motivation of my city to engage in the topic of SUMPs
   • Raising awareness among citizens about healthy and safe transport
   • Great Health Impact - Regular driving of bicycle can significantly reduce the risk of cardiovascular disease and high blood pressure, increase body endurance, improve digestion and reduce stress
City of Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina

3) Signature improvement / investment measures tentatively envisioned by my city to be anchored in a SUMP

- The construction of a bicycle path in the city of Sarajevo is one of the most important infrastructure projects of the City
- The popularization of cycling in our town is reflected in the increasing number of cyclists who use this transport vehicle not only for recreational but also for transport purposes

4) Main obstacles/challenge for take-up/implementation of SUMPs?

- Slow administration
- Many institutions that have jurisdiction